


 Development of a real-time rt-PCR assay for the routine 
detection of Norovirus

-Clinical trial on 454 patients

Genotyping of Norovirus (Sanger Sequencing)
-86 isolates

Next Generation Sequencing of Norovirus strain GII.4 
-Entire genome 50 variants
-Partial genome 10 variants

Thesis Overview 



Norovirus
 One of the leading causes of 

acute gastroenteritis world wide

 Estimated 218,000 deaths every year

 Extremely infectious  

 Cost of £115 million to the NHS

 Significant ward closures 

 No vaccine developed

 Children, elderly and 
immunocompromised



Norovirus Virology

 Member of the 
Caliciveridea

 7500bp  positive sense 
ssRNA genome

 3 open reading frames 

 5 genogroups exist



Norovirus Diversity



-MiniSeq
-7.5Gb of data

-MiSeq
-15 Gb of data  

-HiSeq System 
- 1000Gb  of data

Illumina Sequencing 



- Sequencing occurs while attached to a 
solid phase known as a Flow Cell

-This small glass slide contains a lawn of 
sequence specific oligonucleotides

-Target DNA is labelled with a 
complementary sequence and binds to 
the oligonucleotide lawn. 

-Bridge Amplification 
occurs locally from single 
strands of DNA forming 
Clusters of identical clonal 
sequences

- Complement strands are 
washed away leaving only 
covalently bound sequences

Illumina method



Flow Cell Surface Imaging
-Following cluster generation 
Sequencing occurs via a reversible 
SBS process

-Each cycle generates image files 
documenting the millions of 
simultaneous reactions

-The image files are compiled to 
generate raw FASTQ output files



How to Apply NGS to Norovirus?
 Unculturable RNA virus

 High diversity of DNA contaminates in stool sample

 RNAase in stool breaks down the genome

 Identification of recombination 

 Volume of data produced by Next Gen Sequencing

 Runs are multiplexed and expensive



Typical Methods used in Virology
 Transcriptomics, sequence poly  

adenylated RNA and separating 
viral reads in-scilico

 Capture, separate virus from 
contaminats based on antibody 
affinity 

 Cell culture, sequencing of treated 
supernatant can produce relatively 
pure 

 PCR, uses prior knowledge of the 
host genome to amplify the genome 
above contaminats
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The solution: PCR amplification of the entire 7500bp 
genome via 1200 individual PCR reactions 



2013/2014 Whole Genome Alignment 

A7 GAP

A11 GAP



SJH: 2012/2013 ORF2/3 
Phylogenetic Tree

ORF2 Sydney_2012

GII Genogroup

GI Genogroup



New Orleans_2009 
genotype

Sydney_2012 
genotype

SJH: 2012/2013 ORF1 Phylogenetic 
Tree



SJH: 2013/2014 Whole Genome Phylogenetic Tree

Sydney_2012 
genotype



Sydney 2012 
Outbreak 

New 
Orleans_2009

-Sydney strain: Selective advantage changes in binding site of Norovirus capsid
protein

Global Distribution of GII.4 2011/2015



Galaxy Platform
 Free Open Source Toolshed

 Cloud Based Instance

 Web-Based Instance

 Local Instance

 Version Control

 Share workflows easily

 Develop workflows using multiple tools



Future Methods

Nick Loman, Developer of the 
MinIon

A lab in a suitcase, 
MinIon used 
during  the ebola
outbreak 2014

-MinIon uses single strand DNA 
sequencing 
-Real time Molecular Characterisation 
of an outbreak
-System is small and easy to use 
-Can provide real time updates of an 
outbreak
-Not batch dependant

Loman , et al. 2016. Real-time, 
portable genome sequencing 
for Ebola surveillance. Nature,
530, 228-232
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